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Abstract. This paper discusses the nature of prosodic representations, focusing on a case study from the phonology of Standard High German. This language displays devoicing, previously argued to be sensitive to syllables, and glottal stop epenthesis, previously argued to be sensitive to feet. This seems to require at least two prosodic constituents, the syllable and the foot. However, I show that the data can be analyzed straightforwardly in Universal Boundary Theory (UBT), a non-hierarchical theory of prosodic representations using only a single boundary symbol |. I introduce the central assumptions of UBT, and show that the theory can handle the syllable- and foot-level phonology of German, including affix-specific behavior and phase-based interactions between the syntax and phonology. I argue that UBT provides a better account of devoicing than a class of earlier analyses based on syllables. Moving beyond German, UBT predicts the existence of a new prosodic universal which cannot be captured by a traditional prosodic hierarchy: phonological processes apply top-down, from larger to smaller prosodic units. Future typological work will shed light on the crosslinguistic validity of this prediction.
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1. Introduction. Prosodic representations are often taken to be hierarchically organized into units like moras, syllables, feet, words, and phrases (Selkirk 1981, Nespor and Vogel 1986). Adding this level of representational complexity remedied problems with earlier approaches, where prosodic processes often made reference to complex disjunctions of environments, and a wealth of different boundary symbols (Chomsky and Halle 1968). There is no doubt that this represented progress in our understanding of prosodic phonology. However, in the decades since the introduction of the prosodic hierarchy, many of the phenomena previously thought to require hierarchical representations have been reanalyzed in “flatter” representational theories. This includes phonotactics (Steriade 1999, Heinz 2007), stress (Scheer and Szigetvári 2005, Faust and Ulfsbjörninn 2018), and vowel harmony (Mailhot and Reiss 2007, Samuels 2009). Against the background of such work, we might ask how much of the complexity of prosodic data can be handled by representationally simpler theories. In this paper, I address this question with a case study from German, where the processes of glottal stop insertion and devoicing seem to require at least syllables and feet. However, I show that Universal Boundary Theory (UBT), which uses only a single boundary symbol |, successfully accounts for these aspects of German prosody. Not only are the core cases handled, but UBT can also account for syntax-phonology interactions, affix-specific behavior, and subtleties in the exact environment for final devoicing. All of this is done while avoiding the problems with earlier boundary-based theories: there is no proliferation of complex representational devices like multiple boundaries or angle brackets, and the rules are formally simple without disjunctions over multiple environments. Since UBT accounts for complexities of the German case, one might wonder whether representations of prosody across
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languages can be simplified by removing hierarchical representations. This question cannot be addressed using only German data. However, I also identify a new prosodic universal which is predicted by UBT but not by other representational theories. I show that in UBT, it is predicted that phonological processes apply first to larger prosodic units, and only later work their way down to the lower end of the prosodic hierarchy. Considering relevant typological data will allow us to evaluate directly the predictive differences between UBT and hierarchical approaches to prosody.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces representative data from Standard High German on voicing alternations and glottal stops. Previous analyses are also discussed here. Section 3 introduces the central assumptions of Universal Boundary Theory, as well as assumptions which are made in this paper but which do not form a central part of the theory. Section 4 applies the UBT analysis to the German data, showing how it is accounted for in a theory without hierarchical representations. Section 5 provides discussion, and identifies further predictions made by UBT. Section 6 concludes.

2. Data. This section introduces the data from Standard High German which will be analyzed in the rest of the paper. We begin by considering alternations between voiced and voiceless obstruents, and then move on to the distribution of the glottal stop. Note that there is significant interspeaker variation in these phenomena across German dialects. I do not attempt to analyze all varieties belonging to the E-language German, but instead focus on those I-languages which are often categorized as Standard High German, and which are referred to simply as ‘German’ throughout. References for each data point are provided, and interested readers are encouraged to consult these for further discussion of cross-dialect variation.

2.1. VOICING ALTERNATIONS. German is well-known for distributional restrictions on the two laryngeal series in the language. The ‘voiceless’ series, which is realized with long-lag positive VOT, occurs in all environments. But the ‘voiced’ obstruents, which are often plain voiceless phonetically, do not occur word-finally or before other obstruents (for the phonetics, see Wagner 2002). The data below exemplify these distributional restrictions with non-alternating voiceless stops, as well as stops which alternate between voiced and voiceless. Throughout, data is in a broad IPA transcription with an acute accent marking primary stress, and secondary stress unmarked. Abbreviations follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules.

(1) a. i. [bɔnt] ‘colorful (pred)’
   ii. [bɔnt-ə] ‘colorful (attributive □)’
   (Wiese 1996: 201)

b. i. [bɔnt] ‘union (nom)’
   ii. [bɔnd-ə] ‘union (dat, archaic)’
   (Wiese 1996: 201)

c. i. [lɛːz-ən] ‘to read’
   ii. [lɛːs-baːr] ‘readable’
   (Itô and Mester 2003: 273)

(1) a. and b. show a minimal pair for voicing in the suffixed forms, even though both words have a voiceless stop in the unsuffixed form. (1) c. shows that there are also alternations word-medially. There is a longstanding debate about whether words like ‘colorful’ and ‘union’ are really homophonous in their unsuffixed forms. A recent meta-analysis of fourteen studies found that there are small but significant phonetic differences in the preceding vowel (Nicenboim et al. 2018). I retain the traditional transcriptions here, but acknowledge that these differences are real.
The examples in (2) below illustrate an important but often-ignored aspect of voicing alternations in German: within morphemes, voicing is contrastive before sonorants (see Wagner 2002, Féry 2004, Hall 2005, Iverson and Salmons 2007, Brockhaus 2012).

(2) a. i. [máɪɡma] ‘magma’
   ii. [ʔáɪɡma] ‘acme’
   (Wagner 2002: 382)

   b. i. [ʔáːdlɛ] ‘eagle’
       ii. [ʔáːtλas] ‘atlas’
       (Wagner 2002: 382)

2.2. THE GLOTTAL STOP. The distribution of the glottal stop in German is generally predictable (Wiese 1996: 58). In the varieties of interest to us, the distribution of its presence and absence is as in (3).

(3) a. i. [ʔáːtəm] ‘breath’
    ii. [ʔató:m] ‘atom’
    (Wiese 1996: 59)

   b. i. [káːzos] ‘chaos’
       ii. [kaːʔt-ɛtʃ] ‘chaotic’
       (Szczepaniak 2014: 174)

c. [ʔáːpʔɛbɒn] ‘to ebb away’
   (Szczepaniak 2014: 174)

   d. i. [ʃtuːdɛnt-ʔɪn] ‘student (any gender)’
      ii. [ʃtuːdɛnt-ɪn] ‘student (female)’
      (see Banovics 2012, Stratton 2018, Zinfoun 2018, Kolek forthc.)

Glottal stops are found word-initially, as in (3) a., before a stressed vowel in hiatus, as in (3) b., between prefixes and their roots, as in (3) c., and with a small set of suffixes, as in (3) d. For other suffixal contrasts in the presence of glottal stop, see Alber (2001) and Booij (1985).

2.3. PREVIOUS ANALYSES. Previous work has often analyzed the voicing alternations above in terms of syllables, with devoicing applying in the coda or in absolute syllable-final position. For examples of syllable-based devoicing analyses for German, see Vennemann 1972, Kloke 1982: 128-134, Wiese 1996: 200-206, Itô and Mester 2003, among many others). Such analyses need to say something about the mismatch between the syllabifications required to account for devoicing, and the syllabifications provided by native speakers. For example, German speakers do not judge [gm] to be a possible onset (see Wagner 2002: 382, Féry 2004: 67, fn. 4), and yet, as illustrated in (2), such clusters show onset-like behavior in that the [g] does not devoice. This is not to say that this is an unsolvable problem, and there are two main analytical options. The first is to maintain that devoicing is sensitive to syllables, but that there are other factors which can cause coda obstruents to remain voiced in some circumstances (e.g. Hall 2005 on paradigm uniformity, although this cannot account for the monomorphemic cases in (2)). The second approach (e.g. Vennemann 1972) insists on syllabifications such as [ma.ɡma], so that the layperson’s concept of a syllable is not exactly identical to the formal phonological construct which happens to bear the same name.

Although Universal Boundary Theory lacks a notion of syllable, a version of the second option will be pursued in this paper. Of course, something must now be said about the native speaker judgments. A likely explanation is that native speakers are reluctant to produce [ma] and
[gma] as syllables in isolation: monosyllabic words do not end in [a] in German (Hall 1999: 106), and [gm] does not occur word-initially (Wagner 2002: 382). Speaker judgments may thus be affected by what is phonotactically possible at word edges (see Treiman and Danis 1988, and Samuels 2009: 106-7 for discussion of experimental results from English).

The distribution of the glottal stop in German has often been analyzed in terms of feet. The basic analysis is that if the first syllable of a foot is vowel-initial, a glottal stop is inserted (Wiese 1996: 58-61; see also Hall 1992, Yu 1992, Féry 1995). Such an account is appealing since glottal stop insertion is partly conditioned by stress. A glottal stop is inserted between two vowels only if the second vowel is stressed, with the stress plausibly indicating the presence of a foot boundary (see Féry 1995 for this argument). Of course a foot-based account requires particular assumptions about footing, notably in word-initial position and with the prefixes that trigger glottal stop insertion. A particular challenge seems to be suffixes which contrast for the presence or absence of glottal stop, as shown in (3) above. It could be assumed that the suffixes with glottal stops are underlyingly footed, but I am not aware of any work which makes its assumptions about such cases explicit. In section 4, we will see that a simple rule for glottal stop insertion in Universal Boundary Theory, together with explicit derivations of all of the required boundaries.

3. Introduction to Universal Boundary Theory. Universal Boundary Theory (UBT) is a theory of prosodic representations, which will be used in the analyses later in this paper. This section introduces the conceptual and empirical motivations for UBT, and lays out the additional assumptions, not strictly part of UBT, which I will make use of in following sections.

In the history of phonology, analyses with various boundary symbols have been proposed. Chomsky and Halle (1968) had many boundary types for different morphological domains, as seen in the underlying form /æd=vIs#or+y/ ‘advisory’ (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 134). Syllable boundaries, often written $, were re-introduced into generative phonology in the 1970s (Goldsmith 2011). However, the relevance of boundary symbols has decreased sharply with the popularization of various hierarchical representations of prosodic structure, as in Metrical phonology (Liberman 1975), and the familiar prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk 1981, Nespor and Vogel 1986). An exception is grid-based theories of stress often use ( and ) boundaries for feet (Halle and Vergnaud 1987, Hayes 1995, Idsardi 2009). Reiss (2009) uses only a single, non-directional foot boundary marked by |.

One may wonder, then, why anyone today would adopt a boundary-based theory over commonly-used hierarchical alternatives. One argument is conceptual, and states simply that we should use as few representational primitives as possible, due to Occam’s Razor. If we can avoid hierarchical representations of prosody, there is no need to add this representational complexity to the theory, the argument goes. For work which applies this line of thinking to prosody, see Reiss (2009) and Samuels (2009). Another line of argument is more empirical: flat (non-hierarchical) approaches to prosodic phenomena have been successful in many of the domains where hierarchies were previously thought to be essential. This includes flat models of phonotactics (Steriade 1999, Heinz 2007), stress (Scheer and Szigetvári 2005, Faust and Ulfhöjd 2018), and vowel harmony (Mailhot and Reiss 2007, Samuels 2009), to mention a few examples. If these phenomena can be handled without hierarchical prosodic representations, exploring a non-hierarchical approach like Universal Boundary Theory seems to be well worth our time. Of course, the ultimate test for any theory lies in what predictions it makes. In section 5, I discuss a new typological prediction made by Universal Boundary Theory, and describe how to go about testing it on crosslinguistic data.

At its core, UBT proposes the existence of a boundary symbol, which I write | and read
simply as ‘boundary’. Boundaries are formally represented as the feature bundle [-segment], and are part of the segmental string in exactly the same way as any other segmental material. The division between the segmental and the prosodic is thus intentionally blurred, something which we will use to our advantage in the analysis of glottal stop insertion in section 4. One difference is that unlike other features, [segment] has no phonetic correlates, meaning that like most prosodic structure, the boundary symbol affects the pronunciation of surrounding material but is itself silent. This absence of phonetic correlates is advantageous in that it makes UBT modality-independent, and in Andersson (2019) I used boundary symbols to account for similar phonological behavior in Italian and ASL. Within individual languages, boundaries may appear in different places and at different times in the derivation, and are generally language-specific. However, the placement of some boundaries is universal; specifically, UBT assumes that inputs to the phonology are automatically padded with an initial and final boundary symbol.

Although UBT is a flat theory of prosody which does not involve hierarchical structure, this does not necessarily mean that all of phonology is flat. It is possible that there is hierarchical structure below the level of the segment, for example, as represented in feature geometry (Clements 1985). There can also be apparent hierarchies in higher prosodic structure, due to the interface with (hierarchical) syntax. In this paper, I assume derivation by phase, where each syntactic phase is spelled out separately by the phonology (Seidl 2001, Scheer 2008, Samuels 2009, 2010, Sande and Jenks 2018, Miller 2019, Newell 2019, among others). This will allow us to derive some of the patterns shown by morphologically-complex forms in German, but it is not a core part of UBT, which is in principle compatible with any theory of the syntax-phonology interface. Since the theory itself is so minimalist, it must be paired with additional assumptions to make it possible to analyze data using UBT. Another such assumption that I will make in this paper is that phonological computation works by extrinsically-ordered rewrite rules of the form A → B / C D. This will straightforwardly handle some of the complex derivations required for German, but I stress that since UBT is a theory of representations, it is compatible with any theory of computation.

We have now seen the core aspects of Universal Boundary Theory. It represents prosody with a boundary symbol, formally [-segment], which is part of the segmental string, and which has no phonetic realization. Boundaries are universally added as delimiters at the start and end of inputs to the phonology. Beside these central assumptions of the theory, this paper also relies on phonological rules, and derivation by phase, to analyze particular patterns in the phonology of German. In the next section we begin to carry out this analysis.

4. Analysis. This section will present a Universal Boundary Theory analysis of the German data from section 2. We will see that both devoicing and glottal stop insertion are sensitive to the presence of a boundary symbol. Despite this, there is a straightforward analysis where a single boundary suffices to account for both processes. I will begin by analyzing glottal stop insertion, followed by devoicing, and then combine the two analyses into a single rule-based grammar.

4.1. Glottal Stop Insertion. Let’s begin by providing the rules which will guarantee glottal stop insertion in the right places. I will assume the following rule:

\[(4) \text{Glottal Stop Insertion (GSI)}
\]

\[\emptyset \rightarrow \, ? \mid \_ \, V\]

In other words, we insert a glottal stop between a boundary and a vowel. For this to work, we now have to make sure that there are boundaries in all of the right places. Recall from section 2 that glottal stops appear word-initially, in hiatus, between prefixes and stems, and in an unpre-
dictable set of suffixes. Given the assumptions made in section 3, the word-initial behavior comes for free. Whenever a word is used as the input to phonological computation, it is automatically padded with an initial and final boundary. A word like /atóːm/ ‘atom’ will then become |atóːm|. Since the word now begins with a boundary and a vowel, the glottal stop insertion rule will apply and produce the correct surface form [ʔatóːm] ‘atom’.

Boundaries also come for free in the prefix-stem cases, given the assumptions I have made about the syntax-phonology interface. Biskup et al. (2015) argue that in complex verbs in German, prefixes and their stems are separated by a phase boundary. Spellout by phase gives the phonology its inputs one phase at a time, and so a verb like abebben ‘to ebb away’ is first |ɛbən| (phase 1, automatic initial and final boundaries) and then |ab|ɛbən| (phase 2, new automatic boundaries). Glottal stop insertion then correctly produces both glottal stops between boundaries and vowels: |ʔab|ɛbən| (for the devoicing of the /b/ in the prefix, see 4.2).

For hiatus cases, like [kaːʔ ːtɪʃ] ‘chaotic’, the glottal stop, and the boundary that guarantees its insertion, is morpheme-internal. Since /kaː/ and /oːtɪʃ/ are not in separate phases, this cannot be an automatic boundary in the sense above. However, glottal stops are predictable in this hiatus environment, and so we can write a simple phonological rule to insert boundaries in the right places:

(5) Boundary Insertion (BI)
\[ \emptyset \rightarrow | / _V_\ V^f ]

This turns |kaːːtɪʃ| into |kaːːtɪʃ|, with the requisite boundary-vowel configuration. A glottal stop is inserted by (4), which must follow (5), producing the correct [kaːʔ ːtɪʃ].

The only remaining glottal stops that need to be accounted for now are those that occur with an idiosyncratic set of suffixes. In theory, one could imagine a syntactic account here, but I am not aware of any motivation for thinking that the suffixes [-ɪn] ‘feminine’ and [-ʔɪn] ‘any gender’ involve different phase boundaries. Both suffixes are identical except for which genders they index, so I assume that this difference is not phase-related. Instead, I propose that suffixes which do trigger glottal stop insertion contain a boundary symbol underlingly: /ɪn/ ‘feminine’ vs /ʔɪn/ ‘any gender’. This type of solution is not available in all theories. Many people hold that prosodic structure cannot be stored in the lexicon (for discussion, see Blevins 1995, Goldsmith 2011, Vaux and Samuels 2018 among others). However, UBT does not have any segmental-prosodic divide, and the representations of segments and the boundary symbol are formally the same entity, namely a feature bundle. [segment] should therefore be able to function contrastively within languages, just like [voice] or [nasal]. In German suffixes we see a case where this analytical possibility is advantageous, allowing us to capture the affix-specific behavior of glottal stop insertion. For other examples of contrastive /|/, see Andersson (2019)’s analyses of Italian and ASL. With this background, we have all of the boundaries we need to correctly insert glottal stops. Full derivations of all glottal stop types are provided below, where each rule is referred to by an abbreviation as well as the numbered example where it was introduced:

---

1 I assume that stress is present at this stage of the derivation, and possibly even underlyingly: [tɛ:noːr] 'substance' vs [teːnoːr] 'tenor' (Wiese 2000: 9). V refers to the feature bundle [+syllabic, +stress]; for evidence that stress can be a phonological feature, see Andersson (2020) on why this is required in Abkhaz.
(6) Derivations for glottal stops

Phase 1

| atːm | kaːʔatʃ | ɛbən | ljuːdɛntʃm |

Phase 2

BI (5) | kaːʔatʃ |

GSI (4) | ʔatːm | kaːʔatʃ | ʔɛbən | ljuːdɛntʃm |

Output

| ʔatːm | kaːʔatʃ |

Translation

‘atom’ ‘chaotic’ ‘to ebb away’ ‘student (any gender)’

4.2. DEVOICING. Our next task is to find a set of rules for devoicing. Again we will start out with the boundary-sensitive devoicing rule, and then make sure that we have boundaries in all of the right places for the rule to apply. I propose the following devoicing rule for German:

(7) Devoicing (DV)

[+voice, -sonorant] → [-voice] / _ |

This rule applies devoicing to any obstruent before a boundary. Since devoicing is sensitive to the sonority in consonant clusters, we now need to place sonority-sensitive boundaries. Note that word-final devoicing comes for free because of automatic initial and final boundaries: /bnd/ becomes |bnd|, and we now have an obstruent before a boundary, with devoicing giving |bnt| as desired. I will use two boundary-inserting rules, one for obstruent-sonorant clusters, and another for all other clusters.

(8) a. Sonority-Increasing Clusters (SIC)

Ø → | / V_[-sonorant][-syllabic, +sonorant] |

b. Other Clusters (OC)

Ø → | / VC_C |

The first rule applies to a form like |máqma| ‘magma’ to give |mágma|, since q is an obstruent and m a sonorant. The second rule does not change this form, since the string |mágma| does not contain a VCC sequence (it does contain V|CC). In a form like |lé:zbaː| ‘readable’, the zb cluster is obstruent-obstruent, and the first rule does not apply. The second rule does apply, since é:zb is a VCC sequence. We then get |lé:zbaː|, and the z before a boundary devoices by (7), giving the correct output |lès:baː|. Using the rules above, and applying them in exactly the order shown below, we correctly account for the devoicing data as shown in the following derivations:

(9) Derivations for devoicing

Input  |bón|d |lél:zbaː| |mágma| |

SIC (8) a.       |bón|d |lél:zbaː| |mágma| |

OC (8) b. |bón|d |lél:zbaː| |mágma| |

DV (7) |bón|t |lél:sbaː| |mágma| |

Output |bón|t |lél:sbaː| |mágma| |

Translation ‘union’ ‘readable’ ‘magma’

4.3. PUTTING EVERYTHING TOGETHER. Having seen analyses for devoicing and glottal stop insertion, it is time to combine them into a single grammar. As noted in the beginning of this section, this is a non-trivial challenge, since we have two different processes applying in different environments, but which are both sensitive to the presence of the same boundary symbol. However, with the rules from the preceding subsections, it is as simple as applying the glottal stop rules before the devoicing rules. The derivation table below shows that we derive the correct outputs,
with voiceless obstruents and glottal stops in all and only the right places, for all of the data we have seen:

(10) Derivations for glottal stops and devoicing

| Phase 1 | atːm | bʊnd | máqma | kaːːtɪʃ | ēbən | |tuːːdɛntʃn|
| Phase 2 | ------ | ------ | ------ | -------- | ------ | -------- |
| BI (5) | ------ | ------ | ------ | -------- | ------ | ------ |
| GSI (4) | ʔatːm | ------ | ------ | ------ | ------ | ------ |
| SIC (8) a. | ------ | ------ | máqma | ------ | ------ | ------ |
| OC (8) b. | ------ | bʊnd | ------ | ------ | ------ | ------ |
| DV (7) | ------ | bʊnʃt | máqma | ------ | ------ | ------ |
| Output | ʔatːm | bʊnʃt | máqma | kaːːtɪʃ | ʔpɛbən | |tuːːdɛntʃnʔɪn|
| Translation | ‘atom’ | ‘unˈiʃn’ | ‘mɑˈɡma’ | ‘chaʊtɪʃ’ | ‘tə ˈɛbəw’ | ‘stʊdənt’ | (any gender)

5. Discussion and consequences. It is of course a welcome result that our analysis in the previous section correctly derives all of the data. But why exactly does a single boundary symbol suffice for two processes applying in different environments? How come the boundaries used for glottal stop insertion do not get in the way of the boundaries used for devoicing? This section provides an answer, and discusses the conditions under which boundary symbols can co-exist in the same grammar without interfering with other boundary symbols. We will see that understanding how this works leads to a new typological prediction about prosodic phonology: phonological processes should apply top-down, from larger to smaller prosodic units. As far as I know, this prediction is unique to UBT, and is not made by any other theory of prosodic representations. UBT can therefore be straightforwardly confirmed or falsified in future work by testing if this holds crosslinguistically.

The reason we were able to get away with only a single boundary in the German case has to do with superset-subset relationships between prosodic edges, which follow from the Strict Layer Hypothesis (Selkirk 1981, 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986). There is a one-way implicational relationship where every foot edge is also a syllable edge, but it is not the case that every syllable edge is also a foot edge. This implicational relationship holds across prosodic categories generally: between syllables and sub-syllabic constituents, between phrases and words, and so on. There are multiple smaller units making up a larger one, but the edges of the larger unit are aligned with the edges of (one of) the smaller units.

Phrasing the above in a way relevant to German, we can say that the set of syllable edges is a strict superset of the set of foot edges. We can use this to our advantage to avoid boundaries interfering with each other. Since all foot edges are also syllable edges, all glottal stop epenthesis sites will also be devoicing sites. Our strategy is therefore to begin with the boundaries that correspond to foot edges, placing all of these rules earlier in the derivation. Once these boundaries are placed, we insert glottal stops in a way sensitive to boundary symbols (section 4.1). Next we move down to the smaller prosodic unit, the syllable. We place all of those boundaries which mark syllable edges and which were not already inserted at the foot level. At this point we apply the devoicing rules, giving the correct outputs (sections 4.2-4.3). The foot-based boundary symbols do not get in the way of the syllable-based boundary symbols, precisely because all foot edges are also syllable edges. We see this concretely in a form like [ʔapʔɛbən] ‘to ebb away’, where the boundary symbol between the prefix and the verb corresponds to a foot edge in hierarchical theories. A glottal stop is inserted here, but because all foot edges are also syllable edges, that same boundary symbol also triggers syllable-final devoicing of the /b/ at the end of
the prefix. There are no cases where we see a glottal stop without also seeing devoicing of a pre-
ceding voiced obstruent.

Because of these containment relations, a German analysis works as long as we place the
rules relating to larger prosodic units like feet before those rules which relate to smaller prosodic
units like syllables. This top-down perspective is the exact opposite of the traditional bottom-up
approach where we first build smaller units, and then build larger units on top of those. UBT
predicts that this should hold in general across languages, something which places strong re-
strictions on how phonological processes interact. For example, it should be impossible to have
a language where a syllable-level process feeds or counterfeeds a foot-level process. In general,
phonological processes apply top-down from larger to smaller prosodic units. This prediction is
not made by other theories of prosodic representations, and can easily be tested by consulting
grammars for a large number of languages to check for counterexamples.

When evaluating this prediction, two important caveats must be kept in mind. Because of
the interactions between phonology and syntax, apparent violations of this top-down assumption
will surely arise. If the syntax gradually adds to phonological inputs one phase at a time, as I
have assumed in this paper, this will give the phonology smaller single-phase units which are
then built up into larger multi-phase units. In this way, word-level phonology is able to feed
phrase-level phonology. UBT predicts that this is impossible in cases where the syntax is not
involved. It will also be the case that some prosodic processes do not require the presence of a
boundary in UBT. For example, if stress is seen as a property of feet, a language with consistent
initial stress might require a foot at the left edge of every word. But in UBT, it is not necessary to
insert a boundary symbol in order to place stress on the leftmost vowel, something which can be
done with a simple segmental rule. Taking these caveats into account, a more careful statement
of the unique prediction made by UBT is instead: barring cyclicity, if boundary symbols are
needed, phonological processes apply top-down from larger to smaller prosodic units.

6. Conclusions. This paper has analyzed the prosodic phonology of German, focusing on glottal
stop insertion and devoicing. Although these phenomena are usually described in terms of feet
and syllables, I have shown that an analysis is possible in Universal Boundary Theory (UBT),
which has no such prosodic units and only a single boundary symbol to represent prosodic edges.
UBT allows us to write both processes as applying in an environment which is sensitive to the
boundary symbol |, without the complicated disjunctions over environments required in earlier
boundary-based approaches such as SPE (Chomsky and Halle 1968). UBT successfully accounts
for all aspects of the German data: the exact environment for devoicing, the interactions between
syntax and phonology in morphologically complex forms, as well as affix-specific behavior in
glottal stop insertion. The UBT analysis is also more than just a restatement of a traditional ap-
proach based on a prosodic hierarchy. Because of its limited representational apparatus, UBT is
not predictively equivalent to hierarchical approaches, and in fact, the theory predicts a new pro-
sodic universal: phonological processes apply top-down from larger to smaller prosodic units.
This is a clear and empirically falsifiable prediction. Future typological work can shed light on
the extent to which the prediction holds crosslinguistically, thereby supporting or falsifying Uni-
versal Boundary Theory.
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